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Phenylalinine (F) Lysine (K) Alanine (A)

A3F    287-     VAEFLARHSN  VNLTIKTARL  YYFWDTDYQE  GLRSLSQEGA  SVEIMGYKDF  KYCWENFVYN   -346
A3G   295-      MAKFISNKH   VSLCI FTARI   YDD - QRCQE    GLRTLAEGA     KISIMTYSEF   KHCWDTFVDH  -353  

Structure of the APOBEC3G protein (4) as well as the homologous domain from 
APOBEC3G.  Point mutations were made based on this data.

Abstract

Introduction

Active Protein Search:
Structure guided mutagenesis was performed to �nd the minimal domain of A3F which 
is able to bind Vif and also catalytic.  Harris Lab members used the structure of 
APOBEC3G (2) to �nd key homolgous residues which can alter the solubility and activity 
of the APOBEC3F protein.  Point mutations were made accordingly and A3F-CTD with 
the mutations F302K, A314Y and A315Q (A3F-2K3A) is currently the most catalytic A3F.

The human cellular protein APOBEC3F (A3F) is capable of mutating the DNA of the 
AIDS virus HIV rendering it non-functional and incapable of replication(1).  A3F 
enters virus particles during reverse transcription and converts viral cDNA cytosines 
to uracils, which template the insertion of adenines instead of guanines and result in 
strand-speci�c mutations.  However, A3F does not normally have a chance to be ef-
fective because it is antagonized by a small HIV-1 protein called Vif, which that trig-
gers the degradation of A3F(2).  Nevertheless, the A3F mutagenic signature is still 
found within the DNA of the HIV-1 virus itself, indicating that the anti-viral activity of 
this protein can manifest in vivo (in people) and that therapeutics that stimulate this 
activity may be bene�cial.  We hypothesize that a high-resolution structure of A3F 
will provide crucial information that will enable the rational design of compounds 
that disrupt the A3F-Vif interaction.  To achieve this goal, we �rst identi�ed the mini-
mal region of A3F that is both catalytic and able to bind Vif.  Second, we improved 
the activity of this construct using structure-guided mutagenesis.  Third, we are pres-
ently optimizing puri�cation conditions to improve solubility. 

APOBEC3F is capable of inhibiting Vif de�cient HIV in vivo (1).

Vif is a small protein which is part of the HIV reverse transcriptase machinery and acts 
as an accesory factor for reverse transcription.

We performed mutagenesis to �nd the minimal domain of A3F which is able to bind 
Vif and also catalytic (Harris Lab, unpublished data).

Harris Lab members performed structure directed mutagenis to optimize the cata-
lytic activity of A3F, using the structure of APOBEC3G (A3G) as a guide.

Currently we are performing rifampicin-resistance (Rif  ) mutation assays (3) to screen 
for E. coli strains which produce a folded soluble A3F protein.

NMR or X-ray crystallography will then provide a high resolution structure of A3F.

R

:

:

Soluble Protein Search:
-

Here we 
-

-

A rifampicin-resistance mutation assay has been used extensively to monitor the in
trinsic DNA cytosine deaminase activity of several A3 proteins including A3F.  
show a published result (Chen et al, Nature 2008) and how an increased mutation fre
quency, represented by greater aquired Rif resistant phenotype showed a positive cor
relation with protein solubility.  

1. Each E. Coli strain was transformed with all 4 plasmids and grown overnight

2. Overnight growths placed on LB+Rifampicin plates and grown over night.  

A3G 2K3A

                             E. Coli Strain:             #1                   #2                  #3                 #4                #5                 #6                #7                 #8      
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A3F-CTD

GST A3G-2K3A

A3F-CTD A3F-1K2A
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Strain 1 Strain 2

(Chen et al, Nature 2008) (Schurhamer, unpublished)
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Graph 1 
(Chen et al, Nature 2008)
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(Schurhamer, unpublished)

3. Mutation frequencies of E. coli strains in Rif   assay.  At left, mutation frequen -
cies of A3G (4).  At right, mutation frequencies as indicated by median colony 
frequency in two strains of E. coli. 

R

Soluble Protein Search: Soluble Protein Search: 
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4. At left solubility of GST, GST–A3G-CTD and GST–A3G-2K3A, as monitored 
by SDS–PAGE and coomassie blue staining (top panels) or immunoblotting (anti-GST 
middle panel and anti-A3G bottom panel).  (4).  At right, an anticipated SDS-PAGE
gel with increased solubility for Strain 2 as indicated by an larger supernatant (S)  
to pellet (P) ratio.  This result is predicted due to the high frequency of Strain 2 in the 
rifampicin-resistance mutation assay.

Vif Inhibitor Search:
Attain a high resolution structure of A3F using NMR or X-ray crystallography.  

Vif Binding Site
Catalytic Site

Vif

A3F Degradation (2)

Vif Inhibition Uninhibited Vif

Stops HIV Replication(1)

Summary and Future Directions:
APOBEC3F intrinsic deaminase activity can be quanti�ed for activity and solubility 
using rifampicin-resistance mutation assays.  The soluble protein produced can then 
be used for GST-pulldown experiments, NMR spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography and 
further mutagenesis.
   
An understanding of the A3F- Vif interaction will provide key insight into designing a 
drug which may cure HIV-1.
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